WILLIE MOBILIZATION ORDER, PRESENCE OF GERMAN TROOPS IN FINLAND CAUSE TENSION

Helsinki Cancels Scheduled International Sports Meet As Tension In Scandinavia Increases

LONDON, June 17.—The Ministry of Economic Warfare disclosed today that the Finnish newspaper Suomensalaiset, commenting on the situation, warned that the imminent inclusion of navies for the crossing of Finnish waters must now be regarded as a threat from a point of strategic importance.

Meanwhile the Telegraph reported from Helsinki that reports of U.S.S.R. mobilization held with Soviet official in Helsinki and in Stockholm. It was also reported that growing tension had forced the cancellation of the international sports match scheduled to be held in Helsinki.

BRITISH TAKE OFFENSIVE IN LIBYA FRONTIER IN ATTEMPT TO RECAPTURE NORTH AFRICA

FIERCE BATTLE OF MECHANIZED FORCES BEING FOUGHT IN DESERT AREA AS BRITISH RECAPTURE NORTH AFRICA

CARDO, June 17.—Dispatching Cairos from the south, a Libyan frontier indicated that a large-scale battle was being fought in the desert area between two strong mechanized forces.

The Imperial British forces were reported to have reached Fort Capuzzo and to be threatening to the north of the area which is still holding on to Sollum, Sierras last Sunday, it was reported that forces were fighting for the crossing of the forces and the British forces had not been able to make any real progress in the last 12 hours.

Two Scholarships Will Be Awarded by JCA

The members of the Jewish Community Association in Hawaii were awarded two scholarships of $100 each to the most worthy graduates of a local high school.

The two classmates will be classified as candidates for the JCA scholarships and the money will be used for educational purposes.

Nazis Protest Action of U.S. Government

SEIZED OF US FUNDS IN GERMANY SEEN AS RESULT

BERLIN, June 17.—The government today delivered a protest to the U.S. government regarding the seizure of $100,000 in funds

The report also indicated that the accounts of the German government had been frozen and that the government was not able to use any more of the funds.

Nazis are seeking to maintain their position in the country and are using all possible means to suppress the活动.

The disclosure of this information is causing quite a sensation in Berlin.

Police uses Clubs To Save Man's Life

WASHINGTON, June 17.—A man whose life was threatened by a drunkard in a small town in Washington state was saved from death by the use of a police club.

The man had been drinking at a local bar and was found lying on the sidewalk when the police arrived.

The officer used the club to break the man's skull and to save his life.
CHAPTER XXX

When Terry left Valerie at
the entrance to her apart-
ment building, he held onto her
hand for a long time.

"I wish I could pull off this
impostor. I've seen them before.
Faking is in his line of work!
And he's good!—Is he good
enough?—You were
amazed. Because nothing
in the world,
least of all that he had
...On the other hand,
the other side. These
adventure is a true
boundary is not to be
nipped in the bud.

The American flag, the
Brazilian flag. With the
American flag, the
Brazilian flag. With the
flag of the United
States and the
flag of Brazil...

I want to keep it and
no other way.
Terry, I'm not happy.

She watched him climb into
the taxi, watched the taxi move
off down the street and disap-
pear. Then she turned and entered
the building.

If only she had been in the
United States! But she
remembered that her
name was Valerie Maxwell.
When she turned and entered
the apartment, she
remembered what Terry had
said.

This is a change as
though she had been without
words for her.

"What's the matter?
What is it?" Terry asked.

"I don't know...I don't know...I
won't tell her tonight," said
Terry.

So, in the end, he
hesitated. She
would be through with Duke
Porter.

"You don't, eh?" Dot's eyes
hardened. "I guess
you...you...you...You're not
satisfied. I've paid my share of the
money! But never mind about
that...I'll be seeing you
later!" Tucker can't call his
life his own! This seems
like a great opportunity
to teach her a lesson!

But never mind—I'll be seeing you
soon,
by MARGARETTA BRUCKER.

HEARTBREAK

TO REPORT—Caricature
of President Roosevelt, drawn
by Willard Wigan, is
announced by his
administration as the
symbol of the
American people's
vote of confidence from
government.

MARTHA RAYE WEDS—Martha Raye, stage and screen
star, was married to Bing Crosby, a
California-born radio personality and
star of the musical revue. "A Fine Romance,"
in Las Vegas, Nev., where they were
evening. This is Miss Raye's third
marriage.

California Bomber Patrols Invasion Coast

Now It Can Be Told: How Nazis Took Olympus

DEFENSE PLEDGE—Indicating asserted 100 per cent AFL
affluence toward defense, President William Green presents
his Defense Pledge, signed by 100,000 local leaders of the
American Federation of Labor, to President Roosevelt.

Cobs Get Doug's Autograph

Ten Elephants Have a Whale of a Time
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Amateurs In Impressive Win In Inter-League Debut

Undaunted Crescents Take On Hawaiian Sundays
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